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From the Front Desk 
‘What would I not give to wander
Where my old companions dwell
Absence makes the heart grow fonder
Isle of beauty, fare thee well'

Written in 1844 by Thomas Haynes Bayly
his poem titled Isle of Beauty was the first
to popularise the phrase ‘absence makes
the heart grow fonder’, evoking the idea
of yearning that comes from any
extended detachment. Whilst Thomas
Bayly lived at a time when opportunities
for recreational travel were limited, his
words have never rung more truly than in
these past months of 2020.

At Goddard & Howse, our year has been
a confluence of emotions bringing
moments of reflection recalling 25 years
of small world journeys in China and
South-East Asia. We miss the lilt of
foreign accents, the smells of the east,
the bustle of a Hanoi street, the mighty
Mekong River, the red tooth smiles of
Burmese street sellers and the
skyscrapers of Shanghai. Most
importantly we miss our guests and
friends. It is you who have made
Goddard & Howse a successful
independent small group tour company
in South-East Asia and China over many
years. Thanks to one and all.
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At Goddard and Howse 'We’re going nowhere…’
We have been toying with the idea of a new slogan for Goddard & Howse, something
like `We’re going nowhere…’ has a certain ring to it. Rest assured we have unfinished
business in South-East Asia and China. Throughout this Year of the Rat, we have never
thought for one moment that we would not be back – knowing when and how continues
to be the hard part.

There are some green shoots. The world is coming together, governments of the G20 are
united, a vaccine for all is close and borders are slowly opening. These are big steps and
although obstacles remain, perhaps we can allow ourselves just a glimmer of hope as we
approach Christmas to ponder 2021 and the tantalising thought of getting back on the
road.

Today I am more optimistic about the return of international travel, and particularly to our
destinations of South-East Asia and China where the pandemic has been handled more
efficiently than many countries. It would be foolish for us to make any predictions,
however, we are hopeful that the second half of 2021 will see a restart.

In this edition of East
In this edition of EAST I have revisited my journal from the years 2012 to 2015. Typically, I
record happenings and thoughts during my travels in a black moleskin notebook - not so
much a diary, more a commonplace book as a guest once suggested. For your Christmas
reading, I have gathered a few stories and applied very little editing or nuance – I wanted
these thoughts to come out as I had written them all those years ago, for better or worse
– I hope you enjoy!

Absence indeed does make the heart grow fonder, and Catherine and I would like to wish
everyone a happy and safe Christmas. Let’s all look forward with some cautious optimism
to 2021 - the Year of the Ox.

Ross and Catherine

Bookings, departure dates and expressions of interest 

We are currently working through our Terms & Conditions to make sure they are
updated to be as fair as possible for all. We are also working with Covermore Travel
Insurance to ensure that when we do travel again you will have options with
insurance products that give peace of mind. In the current circumstances, we think
it is not appropriate to take bookings or ask for deposits, but we do know things
may change quickly.

In the meantime, we will take expressions of interest for any of our journeys.
Please email to ross@goddardandhowse.com.au telling us which journey(s)
interest you. When we resume our operations you will be given the first
option to confirm your place.

At www.goddardandhowse.com.au you will see our small group journey
departure dates for the second half of 2021 and into 2022. Subject to vaccine,
open borders and no quarantine, we will kick off our travelling season in 2021
with The Ho Chi Minh Trail on 25 July, followed by The Scent of Green Papaya (5
September), The Old Burma Road (2 October), Land of a Million Elephants (23
October), then round out the year with Yangon to Bangkok by Road, River and
Rail on 12 November.

Needless to say, I can’t wait!

March 2015 ~ Before boarding the train from Sapa to
Hanoi, note to self
This book has covered my travels, my thoughts, my moods, my emotions and
observations since September 2012. There is an inevitable roller-coaster on these
journeys – you talk to yourself, feel good, feel nervous, homesick, feel bad, get sick, wake
at 3, 4 or 5 in the morning, just thinking. The locals become familiar; sometimes I think I
know everyone I see. I fill in time but rarely waste it. The cumulative effect of constant
interest and stimulation from the environment and culture washes over and burns you
into the scenery. It makes one realise that people everywhere are doing the same things
in slightly different ways. The human condition is constant and familiar.

Maybe this path in life is predetermined by genetics or personality, hatched at birth then
moulded over a life experience. I have been on his journey of discovery here in South-
East Asia and China since 1997. Perhaps I was born to be a traveller, not quite an
adventurer (as in those great pioneers of travel and discovery), more an observer of life.
Here in Sapa on a foggy day, I can tell you dear book that I am happy but not completely
content, that moment awaits somewhere down the track.

May 2012 ~ My bags 

My trusty brown shoulder bag is on its last legs. I don’t know how long, maybe 7 years
since I bought it. I did have the strap buckles replaced but I am afraid the wire lining is
appearing everywhere, small metal peaks that catch on things. The lining inside is coming
apart so it will be time to retire this trusty mate to a display role in the office back home.
The demise of the brown bag is also matched by my black Samsonite suitcase. I noticed a
crack in the skin and the zip has been playing up. This bag has been with me for 5 years
and it is quite a sight covered with baggage tags, hotel stickers, and remnants of customs
inspections; it tells its own story.

Inside the case looks good enough, although a clip that holds down the netted cover has
gone; I think this may have been an attempt to pilfer by a treasure hunter at an airport
somewhere. They would have found no treasure in that bag, just shoes and clothes in
various states of launder and disarray. Anything important goes with me in my brown bag.
It is soft and carries my lucky charms - two pairs of travelling thongs (miniature), one pair
broken, the other tied to the shoulder buckle with some thread from Inle Lake. Inside
there is a hidden pocket where I keep a beaded bracelet given to me by a monk at
Sumtstenling monastery in Zhong Dian. I also have a small carved figure of a guinea pig –
the Burmese celebrate the day of the week you were born and represent it by an animal
figure. I am Friday born. All of these things help keep me safe.

Therefore, it will be hard to part with these bags, my companions for so long. Someone
mentioned a sky burial, not sure if they meant throwing them out of an aircraft window at
30,000 feet, or a more traditional ceremony which happens in the mountains of Tibet. 

Then again, nothing is permanent and I have been eying off a new shoulder bag, this
time it will be blue and I shall make sure my lucky charms are safely transferred.

October 2013 ~ A night out with Vu
In Hanoi last night I caught up with Vu, a good friend for many years and one of our
guides in Vietnam. We took a short walk from the Anise Hotel on Quan Thanh St, past the
Hang Dau water tower built by the French in 1894, to a Bia Hoi nestled under the
approach to the Long Bien Bridge. Bia Hoi is like a pop up pub and a popular pastime for
Hanoiians. Here you can sit low to the ground on plastic chairs, eat snacks and drink
cheap draft beer whilst indulging in that favourite Vietnamese pastime of people
watching and gossip.

Vu orders two big glasses of beer, then some pigs’ ears and sautéed stomach with bean
sprouts and bitter melon – the sprouts were good and you really do need a lot of sauce
on those pigs’ ears. Bia Hois are popular with Vietnamese men as a place to do business
in an informal setting – these days there are less venues as the government manages the
streets to make traders more compliant. We kicked on to the Hanoi Jazz Club and chilled
out with more beer and some excellent playing by the local musicians to a sophisticated
crowd of mostly young and well-dressed city slickers – Hanoi is more than the cultural
capital of Vietnam; it also defines style and trends. Vu wanted to show me the latest in
Hanoi nightlife so we headed back towards Mai Mai Street and a place called the Funky
Buddha. By the time we arrived at midnight, it was just closing and the DJ was packing
up. Full enough for one night, we wandered back through the deserted streets of the old
quarter, Vu’s old stomping ground, the place he spent his university days and his favourite
part of the city. Past the Dong Xuan central market, not another soul around, the bustle of
motorbikes absent, no goods being sold or transported, no street kitchens or bustling
cafés selling strong coffee and tobacco. It was just quiet. You could feel the season
changing, the heat of summer well passed into the balmy cool of autumn ahead of a
winter that is invariably cold.

Vu said it was the best time of year as we farewelled each other. ‘Until next time’, I said in
my colloquial Vietnamese. He politely corrected my accent suggesting I spoke with too
much of a southern bent – lesson learnt - I slept well.

 

April 2013 ~ A snake and a Shan stupa (Myanmar)
Here on Inle Lake in upper Shan State I have just finished breakfast. Yesterday I was
walking with Marlar, my local guide and friend, in the village of Inn Dein on the south
western side of the lake. Amongst beautiful fields of flowering garlic, spring onions and
mountain rice, the local In Tha people were packing up for the day and preparing the
evening meal. The smell of curry simmering was delicious – everybody
saying mingarlarba, or hello in Myanmar language. As we strolled, a dark grey snake over
a metre long, slithered across our path and into the grass and shrubs that lined our way. It
is 2013 the Year of the Snake. Marlar looked at me and said it was a good omen – I
agreed with her.

Further along the track there is a cluster of 16th century stupas, built by a returning king
after conquests in what is now northern Thailand. Some are overgrown with vegetation,
others breaking apart, but fortunately most of the carving is intact. They are ornate and
detailed depicting stories of Buddha, mythical creatures, guardians and lotus flowers. We
pause at one stupa and Marlar explains what a stupa stands for, what it means to the
people and how it reminds us of how to live, day by day. 

The platform or base – this represents the energy to become human - from here the
tower rises. A stupa is also known as a pagoda. It is solid.

The first rings – these represent the human senses and emotions.
Multiple rings – reminds us that we cannot escape the cycle of life.
Lotus flowers – nothing is permanent, everything passes, water always falls from lotus.
More rings – life is suffering.
Big lotus bulb - the shape of the stupa as it nears the top – it means after some time you
gain balance or perspective.
An umbrella or tee – you are reaching the end of life cycles or suffering.
A diamond at the top – is the hardest stone, the hardest place to reach.
In Buddhism it is called Nirvana, the end of this life.

I have noticed that many of us think a stupa is for burial. It is true that ashes of monks are
sometimes interred and originally relics were encased, however, for thousands of years
the stupa has played a different role as a teacher for all.

October 2012 ~ The Little Emperor
Here in China they say a girl born becomes a married daughter. It is like water poured
out, you never get it back. Traditionally, Chinese couples had a preference for boys to
carry on the family name and remain as part of the household. The one child
policy introduced in 1978 has led to an imbalance in gender where boys now outnumber
girls.

In response to a booming population spurned by the Mao years (after 1949 all were
encouraged to reproduce at a mad rate), the central government launched one of the
most significant social policies ever considered to restrict families to just one child. Of
course the policy was controversial from the outset, families had to adjust immediately. In
each city, village and hamlet, the government appointed birth control officers whose job
it was to enforce the policy. Everyone in China has a household file (the Hukou). It is a
system of management (like a family register) used by the current government, but its
origins are in the dynasties of ancient China. The system is effective, however, like many
regulations it has its downside.

During the 1980s, a Hukou kept you in your province - you could not freely travel without
permission, so to some extent you were at the whim of the province directors who may
have taken advantage of the individual at different times for personal gain. The system
also recorded births and deaths meticulously, and the local authorities knew how many
were born to a marriage allowing them to strictly enforce the one child policy. If an extra
pregnancy was detected the woman was asked to have an abortion, and if one protested,
the law was used to its full force. The father would face a year in jail and a heavy fine. In
the 1970s, China was emerging from international isolation and looking to modernise its
largely agrarian population – at this time at least 80 percent were considered farm
workers. The incoming President Deng Zhao Ping was a progressive, desperate to bring
China out of the shadows but at the same time cautious. He famously said that `to cross
the river you must first feel the stones under your feet’. The one child policy was a radical
step, its greatest impact internal and in particular on those 80 percent who worked the
land.  

Some bucked the system and fled to remote areas to have their babies; living in caves,
isolated with little food. If the baby survived, it was destined for a difficult path being
unregistered and with no Hukou - they officially did not exist. Slowly the one child policy
took hold and the population became compliant. In my observation, this is a classic
feature of Chinese society through its 5000 year history – most people are for the greater
good. 

Now in 2012, the outcomes of the one child policy are finding prominence in modern
China. The Little Emperor has been born. Raised in a privileged environment spawned by
an unprecedented growth in personal wealth over the last 34 years, the Little Emperors
are feted over by parents and grandparents, spoilt from day one. Some say these children
are raised without ever developing social skills; unequipped for daily life not being able
to care for themselves, cook food, do laundry or even make a bed. Parents choose the
best primary school for their education, studying from dawn to dusk, so determined to
get the best for their child because they only have one shot at it. There is little
extracurricular activity, organised weekend sport or social exchange, with most
recreational exchanges limited in favour of study. Homework is king.

 

The one child policy at its outset did offer concessions to the 56 ethnic minority groups.
A long-held policy of the new China governments from 1949, was to recognise these
minorities and thus they were always allowed to have two children – even more in some
cases. It was the Han (a word used for the majority Chinese) who bore the brunt. Another
consequence that China faces due to the one child policy, is the prospect of one child
looking after six people - parents and two sets of grandparents. There is an inbuilt
expectation in China for children to look after their parents, a Confucian philosophy that
has held sway on or off for 2500 years. It will be a test for future governments to manage
and assist the Little Emperors as their family ages.

Most of the older or middle aged people will tell you that they have no gripes with the
one child policy. It has been good for the country and indeed that is hard to argue
against. If the central government had allowed unrestricted population growth the
Chinese people would not be enjoying the prosperity and longevity they have today. The
government in recent times has made changes to the policy, in part acknowledging some
of its shortcomings – now a one child boy with a one child girl may have two children,
and in some jurisdictions there are no restrictions at all.

But there is a twist in this ongoing story. Many young people in China do not want to
have children at all. They have grown up without siblings and would prefer a material
lifestyle that is widely available – in China today the agrarian to urban percentage is
almost equal. The lure of domestic and international travel, a new apartment, cars,
shopping, is all encompassing for the Little Emperors. They just want the good life… and
why not.

 

November 2014 ~ Cho’s story
Cho is a Vietnamese local guide who worked for me at different times over the past four
years. It is fair to say that he was not the best on facts or history, but what he lacked in
general knowledge he certainly made up for with boundless enthusiasm. He is also a top
bloke. His claim to fame was a mention in the Lonely Planet (Vietnam) where he was
tagged as the Captain Cook of Nha Trang – presumably by an overawed Lonely
Planet writer who had been convinced that Cho was the only worthy person to ever show
anyone around Nha Trang. He was in his late 40s when I met him and as bold as brass.
He once tried to bring his 20-something girlfriend on the tour trying to convince me she
was a tourism student. 

In a former life, Cho was in the Vietnamese Army as a major in a Commando unit that had
been deployed to Cambodia during the 1980s. The Khmer Rouge under the fanatical
leadership of Pol Pot, had taken Cambodia in April 1975 after a protracted civil war that
also involved combatants from the USA and South Vietnam. While America licked their
wounds and the world was looking the other way, Pol Pot’s regime committed genocide
on an unprecedented scale and pushed into Vietnam. In 1979 the Socialist Republic of
Vietnam, also weary from 50 years of war, retaliated and invaded Cambodia. They took
Phnom Penh in 2 days, then spent the next 10 years chasing Pol Pot and the remnants of
the Khmer Rouge into hiding, before finally ending their reign of terror. The casualties for
the Vietnamese were over 200,000; the number of Cambodian casualties is unknown.

 

For the five years that Cho served in Cambodia, he was unable to contact his family in
Nha Trang due to operational secrecy.

Over a few beers one evening, Cho told me a war story which I shall never forget. He was
leading a patrol in the Cambodian countryside, and by the third day all had been quiet
with no Khmer Rouge contact. He and his men were as relaxed as they could be. Cho was
at the head of the column and stopped to adjust his sandal. All Vietnamese soldiers at
that time wore what was known as the Ho Chi Minh sandal. It was made of recycled
rubber tyres (mostly American) and had a thick base that was held together by various
straps that slotted through the sole to fix on the other side. They were practical and
sturdy – most of the time. On this day Cho’s sandal had broken, so he signalled the
column to continue while he made repairs. In Cho’s platoon he had a good friend from
Nha Trang, and like many Vietnamese he had a similar family name. His friend took the
lead, and 10 metres ahead stood on a landmine. He was killed instantly and Cho was
wounded with shrapnel lodging in his head. He was evacuated and spent 6 months in a
field hospital before returning to a rehabilitation camp in the mountains west of Nha
Trang. 

Months earlier, an official report of the incident was completed by the Vietnamese
military and, unbeknown to Cho, the report had recorded him as dying from the landmine
explosion instead of his friend in what was a mix up of names. Cho’s parents had been
informed and they had been mourning his death since that day.

He caught a bus from Pleiku back to Nha Trang arriving late that evening and went
straight to his parents’ house. His father answered the door and reeled back in horror,
slamming the door closed and calling out ‘ghost’. Cho persisted, and eventually his
father let him in – he had no idea his parents thought he was dead. The story came
together and the mix up became apparent. Cho was alive but his friend and neighbour
was dead. It fell to Cho to visit his mate’s parents the following day and tell them their
son had died from a landmine on that almost quiet day in the Cambodian countryside 6
months ago.

Cho’s story has stayed with me. It was a moment when fate is a fortune to one and a
complete loss to the other. Maybe that’s how it goes in this world, one action causing
another. In this story, a simple rubber sandal saved Cho’s life.

May 2013 ~ Mosques, black tents and Tibetan
Grasslands
Back on track, we hit the city of Lanzhou in western China. It was here that the caravans of
the Silk Road would ford the Yellow River, travelling north west from Xian into the wild
lands beyond the Great Wall. Nestled on the edge of the Gobi Desert, Lanzhou is now an
industrial city producing oil and gas for an energy hungry hinterland. It is a dusty place,
and as usual, construction is everywhere; forests of apartment blocks seemingly sprouting
from every available space. Outside the city limits, the countryside opens up to valleys of
newly planted vegetables, wheat and lily bulbs. In China they say ‘it’s noodles and
dumplings north of the Yangtze and rice to the south’. Lanzhou is famous for its wheat
noodles. Most of the fields are tended by the Hue people, an Islamic group who found
themselves relocated to these valleys in the 7th century as trade on the Silk Road brought
more than goods to buy and sell. We stop in a small town and wander along the main
street which doubles as a daily market. Watermelons, drying chillies, green tea, chickens
and hanging sheep carcasses are for sale; the street a buzz of colour and life. Groups of
men wearing their white caps, many with wispy beards, gather in groups in their
ubiquitous blue suits and white shirts. The women wear black and green headscarves and
scurry between stalls and shops. Everywhere you look there are beautiful mosques with
their minarets piercing the sky. We are a bit of an oddity in this town – I doubt any
foreigners ever stop here. 

Today’s drive offers great variety as we travel south through the arid valleys of the Hue
people into the snow-capped mountains of Gansu and Sichuan Provinces. By day’s end
we are in the high country of western China, home of nomadic Tibetans. Our first stop is
the small monastery town of Xia He where the population is over 70% Tibetan, and
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the small monastery town of Xia He where the population is over 70% Tibetan, and
centres on the Labrong Monastery, home of the Yellow Hat sect of Buddhism. It’s cold up
here, even in summer when we visit. Monks and heavily dressed Tibetans stroll the
streets, prayer beads in hand, dark skinned, the women braiding their jet-black hair. They
are striking in looks, handsome and beautiful, friendly in nature and ridiculously religious.
The monks are the people’s link to the next life. The people give them money, feed and
indulge them because monks understand the Samsara, the cycle of life, death and
rebirth. The Tibetans have embraced Buddhism since the 7th century when previously
they had their own animistic belief called Bom. It was based on spirit worship of the
mountain, the water, the forest and so on. Once the teachings of Buddha arrived, it
seems to have meshed into the existing Bom culture, hence the colourful decorations
that are common in Tibetan Buddhism but rarely seen in southern Buddhism (Myanmar,
Laos and Thailand). To be a monk takes great discipline and deep concentration to pass
through the different stages of a monastic life. Traditionally, the first-born son of a Tibetan
family always becomes a monk.

Sometimes you will see grotesque-looking statues guarding a shrine or hall, brilliant
paintings (called Thangka) on cotton or silk depicting a deity or mandala. There are
pilgrims walking the perimeter of the monastery, turning prayer wheels, chanting softly,
hoping for contentment now and in the next life. They also prostrate in front of a Buddha
image three times touching the ground with all parts of their body, reminding themselves
of his teachings. Some prostrate themselves all the way to Lhasa which from here is about
1000 kilometres! 

The following day we continue south onto the Rouergai grassland where the Tibetan
people live in black tents for around 6 months of the year, moving their herds of yaks to
pasture after the snow melt. Up here the grass is green; the landscape vast. It is
unbelievably beautiful and 3800 metres above sea level. We were cruising along in our
bus under a perfect blue sky and made a photo stop to see morning milking of the yaks -
this is a daily job for the Tibetan ladies, as well as collecting yak dung for fuel. Our local
guide is a Tibetan and he rattled off a few Tibetan words, and next thing you know we
were invited into their tent for a cup of warm yak’s milk! The tents are made of yak hair
which has been spun into thick wool; it is dark brown and pegged to the ground with a
series of ropes. Inside there is a small stove, its chimney poking through, and there are
gaps where the tent meets the grassland which would probably be a little chilly when the
wind blows. There are two beds raised from the ground and they have a solar panel
which powers a small DVD player.

We learn there are four people living here, three women and one man. It is not
uncommon for nomadic Tibetans to have a number of wives which is managed by a sort
of meritocracy. One will wear a feather in her hat, the other a striking belt, then another
will carry a knife - apparently these are symbols of status and availability. We are very
grateful to have the opportunity for a chat and to see up close a way of life, which apart
from a few modernisms has remained unchanged for a thousand years.

Footnote In subsequent journeys on this same route, I have noticed that black tents are
becoming rare, replaced by white canvas tents which are easily purchased from retailers.
It is interesting to note the price of a yak has skyrocketed due to Chinese demand, so the
nomads are now quite wealthy - there is no need to weave tents during the long winters
any more. Sad but true, the black tents of the Rouergai grassland will soon be just a
memory. 

Poems from the road

 

The Wheel
Simple stories tell
Everything you need to know
The love
The money
The treachery
The rise and fall
Every moment in the wheel
Sure to begin again

Moonless Night
Moonless night follows the
heat of the day
The garden does not wither 
With care by hand
To the monastery before dawn
All must go
To share the offerings 
Of an abundant land 

.

South Wind
South wind falls on the lake
Makes us all talk
More freely than we would
The fish hide and the net stays empty
Some go hungry when the south
wind falls
Now it is time for the cane
To crackle and burn
Molasses to chew and hold fast
In brown blocks
And so they are content
With red tooth smiles
When the south wind falls

After the Rain
After the rain
Khmer kids play
Flying a kite over the rice field
Calling the sun to ripen the grain
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